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community. The club Southwinds, which produces the
magazine, is a recognized student organization and open
to all students.
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Missouri S&T students, faculty, staff, and alumni. Poetry,
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submitted to southwinds.mst.edu.
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S&T campus with an interest in creative writing, the
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room 219 of the Humanities and Social Sciences building.
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she expressed herself – ian ferguson

Bananas

Christy Hahn
The firmness at the stem
is fleeting. Each new bunch
clusters on tiered tables
at Kroger—the throngs of yellow
darlings, unboxed crescent
moons with blue stickers,
spoon each other.
In a few days, the rind speckles.
They have become a trio
of sullied lounge singers.
Their mouths croon into dark
kisses. The sharp points of
their heads cling to the
center, stalks as brittle
as dead branches.
The rare fruit that evades
death, its interior flesh
is mashed into new being.
The essence intensifies
if you neglect them.
The shriveled corpus
is reborn into new forms:
banana bread,
Hummingbird cake,
cream pie, and
Banana
pudding on a July afternoon
in Charleston,
the 4 of us sharing,
plastic spoons scraping
the contents out of a
quart-sized
styrofoam cup.
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Aonach Eagach
Ian Ferguson

Editor’s note: Aonach Eagach is a famous
ridge walk in the Scottish Highlands.
I go for a hike. Looking for a space to
see these words form in my mind to take
an order that had not existed before.
Climbing the scree; insertion, insertion
and deletion. The rhythm of this work
only missing a beat when my foot slips.
Ascending the ridge to the arête,
now looking for the dry foothold
where the rain has fallen on either
side
of the chasm(s) into the watershed.
Following a narrow line of thought
to the completion of this work…
I soon become aware, that now
when my foot slips, slips, of an
iambic quickening of my heart
that causes these words to
rush together in fear, ‘am
Ievergoingtogetoutofthis.’
Finally, descending,
looking towards
a place of safety
and answered
prayer; that is,
this poem.
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msm spelunkers club
Alexander litsch
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Lub-Dub
ricky fowler

Beating begins at the start of our life;
Lub-Dub, then too starts the fun. Lub-Dub.
Beating ascends the sharp edge of a knife;
Long slice: the river red runs. Lub-Dub.
Beatings progress though we are without fight
Pray tell us, pain will be done. Lub-Dub.
Break our bones
Split our skin
Be a true friend.
Lub-Dub, Usher us to the end. Lub-Dub.
To quell it ourselves is a sin Lub-....

Ana-philiac-xis
ricky fowler

Time apart; if I make it out alive
Know this: to live is not to survive
And as silence overtakes our airways
Head pounding, mind swims; dizzy for days
And the lesson that I take from this game;
That life, luv, will never be the same.
Spoiled,
But waiting;
Can’t take withdraw.
The addict that I am; I need it all
It’s for you—to you—with you, that I fall

8

greg gamble
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The View of a Sandbar Mixologist
Mike Marsh

H

e knew too well he’d never find a
beach in landlocked states. Oh
those giant lakes and rivers could fool
others sure. But his understanding was
rooted deeper than cursory definition.
Sand wasn’t this rocky, pebbly gravel that
dug into toes, and shores weren’t thin
lines of pebbly gravel separating grass
from water. Oceans weren’t these mucky
corners of rivers or partitioned off pockets of flat unmoving lakes. He called
all these bluffs as he winced along this
‘shoreline.’
“You shouldn’t need shoes.” He grumbled. It was under breath, solely so his
friends babbling away like champagne
bubbles popping wouldn’t go flat at his
disappointment. They were why he was
here, not this liar, this caddie-corner
of the river deceiving his assortment of
friends.
“Isn’t this great?!” Bernie. She was a
champagne bubble, her tiny flute-like
form fizzing and bouncing and tinting
the world in a soft pale gold. Even without a hint of sunlight, she still glittered
at her successful plan. Who didn’t love
river-side camping weekends? Especially
when the sky threatened to spit on everyone. He, this half-filtered bottle of
not-quite-smooth vodka, threw on a
half-smirk.
“For sure.” It was though. The mumbling river and steel-colored sky could
do nothing for his spirits, but this champagne bubble and the five emulating her
most certainly were. A much more masculine frame went charging ahead up to
the water’s edge.

“Alright! Let’s go!” Jaegermeister emulating a champagne bubble. Dalen was
probably the only man who could pull
that off. Normally stiff features immediately fell through to a wide smile and
twinkling eyes, giving the impression of
a Vegas Bomb perking him up and opening him to things otherwise too foolish
for a sober mind. Like a wide dive into
muddy water. But the one last flash of
inhibition was not enough to stop him.
Those cold winds didn’t exactly slow him
down either. July winds should not have
bit that much into exposed chests and
stomachs and the vodka made to submerge them in warm river water.
“Watch out for the rocks!” Kellan, a
fresh ale, never seemed to go without
klutzing up on these outings; He supposed maybe it was the whole top heavy
pint glass shape he had. But much like
champagne, he was impossible to ignore
when opened, and he bubbled and fizzed
when engaged. The warning held that
hint of bitter hops, noticeable because he
just managed to cut his foot on a rock
while jumping in. Still, the rest made
extra care taking the first steps into the
deeper part, before the river-bottom vanished. Free-floating forced the vodka to
remember old coastal swimming rules.
Like the first one that the others were
ignoring.
“And the—” gurgle, gurgle, “current!
It’s pretty strong up here!” The coffee cup
of zinfandel was fighting to keep above
water. Her smooth ceramic edges kept
slipping under as she fought too hard
against the swelling roughs in the river.
10

Alexander litsch
current picked up. Ben had already been
one cloying shot too many just getting to
the river. It had dulled that sharpness any
vodka might have though, and for that
he was grateful. It still wasn’t enough to
empathize with the shotglass that just
resurfaced. Ben just didn’t have enough
mass to resist the current, and up north
didn’t have currents by the looks of it.
But those thoughts weren’t fun thoughts.
They didn’t warm or fizz or make him
float up high to a happy point. So he discarded them.
“Hmm.” The vodka hummed quietly,
putting in a few long strokes and cutting
across the remaining river. He hit sand
and turned to watch as the little mini-bar
bobbed behind him while they slowly
fought for the sandbar. When they made
it there, this small smattering of drinks
would form a rather peculiar cocktail.
He’d indulge himself in them until the
rest of the shelf showed up. Then he’d
throw himself into the whole lot with
the cold-fiery passion only a vodka
could have. He get drunk with them,
get drowned with them, and pass out on
this bar with them. Because vodka was
never meant to be taken straight, and he
wouldn’t be again if he could help it.

Out past the banks, the water was not as
kind as those cloistered lakes. The vodka
reminded himself curlicue cups like her
were probably not used to this. Kayla
was almost lemon tart at times and never
without that acidic bite. But he enjoyed
her lighter side, even chuckling lightly at
a triumphant cheer when she found an
eddy to rest in. He let said current drag
him along instead, closer to the sandbar.
Maybe she’d catch on watching him do
it, especially if he started cutting across
the current? The pale beer bottle that just
hit the rougher waters certainly should.
“Guh. What’s with this? Who the heck
advises swimming in this stuff? Where’s
the bottom?” Emily’s label would slip off
if she kept clawing at the flotsam passing
by. As an IPA, he had to mix her in with
other drinks that balanced her out. That
cutting hops was impossible to palette
otherwise. She always kept him on point
though, and alerted him of other hazards
to keep an eye on. Wouldn’t do to take a
face of driftwood. Well, a bottle of vodka
wouldn’t.
“Come on, you’ll get there eventually. I once swam something like this
up north. Just—” The rest of the tequila
was drowned out for a moment as the
11

Wing It

Joseph kane

O

utside the dark window was the
faint reflection of the Pacific
Ocean. The shifting waves were barely
visible under the thick clouds and hidden moon. The roll of the waves crashed
in and out over the hum of the van’s
engine. The warm interior of the rental
glowed with a soft blue light emanating
from the overhead paneling with soft airline cabin lighting that lulled my eyes as I
peered through the windshield. Mom sat
behind the wheel, guiding the car along
the northbound lane of the Pacific Coast
Highway. My stepdad Paul sat to her
right with his phone in one hand and the
creased road map in the other. His bleary
eyes scanned across the paper, sprinting
up the coast from town to town. As he
set his sights on the next town up the
road, his fingers flashed across his phone
and pulled up the hotel listings.
The clock shifted towards 1 a.m
and Paul opened another tab and filed
through the hotels up the road. I leaned
over the shoulder of his seat. He still
smelled of disinfectant and stale, filtered
hospital air. In the pale bath of the overhead light, his eyes still held the sickly
tint of faded jaundice. I followed his finger along the slithering road that carved
along the coast, shifting in and out with
the strong waves.
“How much further?”
“About ten, fifteen miles to Ventura.
That’s the next city with hotels north of
L.A”
I dropped back against the seat, staring up at the roof. The whir of the wheels
blurred time. My exhausted brain ebbed

like the tide and I faded in as the engine
slowed along the exit ramp. The weight
of my eyelids pulled against me as I
sat up and rolled down the window to
buffeting sting of brine filled my nose.
The reflective green sign standing along
the roadside caught my eye. “Ventura”
was printed in the tall white letters that
glowed with our headlights.
Looking over Paul’s shoulder again,
my eyes followed his hands along the
small black case on his lap. Inside was
a small blue auto-injector of insulin as
long as his palm. Paul cocked the injector and replaced the cap as we pulled
off the exit ramp. The night road led us
through the affluent streets and tall palm
trees. Billboards crying into the night,
yearning for hungry customers drew my
eyes from the road.
The noble neon glow of road signs
pulled us from the road and into the
crowded parking lot. As my mom shifted into an open space, we slid the doors
opened and stumbled from the car. Lactic acid and exhaustion sent tremors
through my legs as I took cautious steps
across the blacktop. Ahead, the automated doors parted and led us into the
glowing lobby. The high class couches
and polished tables lined the vast atrium
beyond the reception desk. The lonely
attendant cast his eyes across us as we
entered.
“Hello. How can I be of assistance?”
“We’d like a room. It’s been a long
night,” Paul said, leaning against the
desk.
The attendant took a slow draw of air.
12

the three patriarchs – greg gamble
“That would be a problem. We’re at no
vacancy because a football team’s in for
training.”
“What?”
“Yeah. The um...the Dallas Cowboys
are in for their training camp.”
“Are you serious? They’re from Texas.
What are they doing in California?
Sensing defeat, I walked back to the
car and claimed my seat. I dropped the
back flat and closed my eyes. The one
thing flashing through my head was
Murphy’s Law: Anything that can go
wrong, will go wrong. What were we doing? Slogging through a road trip without the faintest iota of a plan.
The clock read 2:15 as I faded back into
the present. The diluted whitewash of the
Motel 6 and its blue neon sign burned
my eyes as I crawled from the van. My
suitcase scrapped along the pavement
behind me, rebounding as I climbed the
stairs to our room. The uneven surface

of the door gave way to the orange walls
of the small room centered around one
twin bed and a black foam couch.
“This is complete crap,” Mom said,
popping her back and leaning against
the bed. “We come all this way. Paul, we
need a better plan when we head up the
coast. You just got out of the hospital.
This can’t be good for you.”
“I know. But who expected the Dallas Cowboys to show up in Ventura? Not
me. Come on. Relax. We’ll keep working
our way towards San Francisco before we
wheel around for home. Hell, we spent
all of two days planning this whole thing.
I just wanted to get out of the house and
away from Helen and Rick.”
The image of the vagabonds in our
basement flashed through my mind.
“Let’s just get some sleep,” I groaned.
Every muscle in my body fired in disjointed sequence as I plopped against the
couch. My eyes shifted towards the win13

darwin’s finch – Stephen Roberts

dow, locking on the golden Denny’s sign
across the street. Mom and Paul split the
bed as I drifted to sleep. My mind raced
and throbbed with a looming spectre of
uncertainty. We couldn’t continue effectively without a plan. In six days, we’d
have to be in Vegas to catch our flight
home. How could they be so nonchalant
about the lack of a plan. There was too
much to see in too little time even before
we would have reached San Francisco.
The disorder chafed at my will, agitating
me. Why would Paul not simply organize the road ahead. There was nothing to gain from not having a plan. If
we would just tell me what was next, I
would calm down.
The morning crept in with deathly silence as we woke. The clock in the room
read 8:53 and we rolled to our feet. Our
things were in the car in minutes before
we shuffled across the road to the warm
din of Denny’s. My head swam in the
warm clouds of noise and food.
The plate before me of ham, hash
browns and sunny-side up eggs disappeared under the road map Paul had
in hand. He slid his finger up along the
coast. Ahead lay the winding Pacific and
Monteray to the north. His voice blurred
into the din as I dug into my food. The
hint of salt mixed with the warm grease
of the egg yolk soaked into the hash
browns. They blended and popped on
my tongue in the way only high cholesterol diner food can.
Departing from Ventura, we continued along our odyssey up the PCH,
making headway over the driving surf
and crashing rocks. The long vistas and
steep cliffs melted together into the masterpiece of natural splendor that was the
coast. Miles were lost by all except the
GPS and we didn’t care. To our left was
the endless blue desert and to our right

was dense forest and sheer rock cliffs
hemming in the narrow road.
The hours of picturesque progress
crawled to a stop as we pulled into the
gravel parking lot just off the highway.
We stepped out of the car and were set
upon by the choking, quavering stench
of concentrated testosterone and bird feces. Plugging our noses with dryer sheets
from the last hotel’s laundry room, we
ventured forth across the lot to the congregation of people standing at the edge
of the wire fence. Below the fence was
the source of the stench: A pod of immense, blubbery elephant seals. Their
soft, flabby bodies were sprawled across
the sands. Some sparred in the surf, their
massive proboscis waggling in the air.
Faint streaks of red colored their hides as
they slammed against each other. Deep
guttural calls echoed from their maws.
“Don’t see that everyday,” Paul muttered. He held his camera to his eye,
snapping images of the pod as small seabirds milled about amongst the lazy titans. The seals inched and scooted along
the beach, leaving sluggish skid marks in
the sand. The scoffing grunts of the seals
drew chattering voices from the crowd,
bustling and pushing against me. I took
a step back and moved along the edge
of the parking lot, watching the tourists milling about the lot. A moment
of hilarious irony arrived as a group of
travelers handed chunks of bread to the
grasping claws of swarming chipmunks
that scurried through the scrub grass at
the edge of the gravel in front of a bright
yellow sign clearly saying “Do Not Feed
the Wild Animals”.
“They’ve got a face only a mother
could love and a stink to match,” Paul
said as we moved back towards the van.
“Yeah,” I was still groggy, fighting to
focus as the northbound odyssey re15

sumed. “What’s the next stop for us?”
“Not sure,” Paul said, intentionally
keeping me in the dark. The irritating
surge of uncertainty returned. Why must
he tempt me? Is he trying to teach me a
lesson? If so, for what account? He always
does this, this lack of information whenever I wish to set a plan. Paul groaned as
the bleary look returned to his eyes and
he peered through the windshield, out
over the waves.
The road carried us further north
into a dense stretch of coastal redwoods
towering above the rocky ground. Paul
slowed and pulled off, driving down the
white concrete path and into the open
campgrounds nestled under the thick
trunks of redwoods and pines. At the
east end of the campgrounds, the pavement tapered into a rolling trail.
“What are we doing now?”
“Taking a side adventure.”
“Aren’t we headed for Monterey? We’re
losing time.”
“You aren’t the one with pancreatic
cancer. If anyone should worry about
time, it’s me.”
“I know, but-”
“Joe, relax. Learn to enjoy the moment. Trust me. we’ll enjoy this. We’ve
been flying by the seat of our pants since
we left Vegas. And where did we get? List
them for me.”
“West and south rims of the Grand
Canyon, Hoover Dam, that one road
sign in Barstow from “Fear and Loathing” and various areas in San Diego,” As
I repeated the list of attractions, an iota
of an epiphany formed in my head.
“Now stop and think what we would
have done if we limited ourselves to a
plan.”

The trail led up into the dense temperate rainforest. Flanking the trail were
dense ferns and bushes rising from the
soil. The towering trunks rose up, dwarfing us. Like hobbits, we treked up along
the rising ground at the edge of a babbling brook running over smoothed
stones and exposed roots. The haunting
quiet of the valley rippled with the static
charge of silence. There was no wind,
leaving the air hauntingly calm. Moving
along the trail, I drew deep breaths and
closed my eyes. My feet dragged along
the dirt, kicking against the loose stone
that lined the trail.
I reopened my eyes as we rounded another bend. The trail climbed through
tiers of layered splendor as the undergrowth along the sides grew thicker and
wilder. The countless trees interlocked in
an endless wall of bark and high limbs
that encircled us. The glimmer of wonder of a small child wandering through
the towering wilderness around him returned to me. I slowly shuffled along the
trail, studying each tree and plant. Desperately, I tried to engulf so much of the
spectacular wilderness through my camera, but the sun set fast, hiding the trees
within their own shadows. The twilight
inked the sky when we returned to the
car. Paul stopped my as we got back in.
“That was worth the time, wasn’t it?”
“It was. It was quiet and comfortable.”
“Trust me Joe. Sometimes you just
have to wing it. I’m thinking we skip San
Francisco and head east, to Yosemite.”
We pulled back onto the PCH and continued through the night. I slumped back
against the seat and closed my eyes. With
slow breaths, I drifted to sleep, hearing
the muted crash of the surf below.
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alexander liTsch

Until

jake Gallow
I glide in my suede kicks across the floor
made of clean hazel hardwood,
made of cracked warehouse concrete.
My friends and I are chased away by fat men
in blue uniforms who tell us “you can’t be here!”
We take our music elsewhere and dance
until our kicks are the color of the ground we stand on.
I dash in my bright pink cleats through knots of green grass
and rip up clumps of damp soil.
My friends and I chase the soccer ball for hours
until the darkness and sugary slurpees at Mobil
become too intense to resist.
I scuff the polish off my black dress shoes as
I trip over my own feet.
A friend helps me adjust the collar on my penguin suit.
We walk from stranger to stranger in dimly lit restaurants
that serve portions of food fit for children.
I do my best to remain composed
until the word opportunity means the door behind me.
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Jacob White

ira at the office – Ron caraway

Where I’m From
Travis Buckneberg

I’m from Elm Street….
I’m from the United Center in the drive way,
and Bobby Bowden field in the yard.
I’m from sweet soybean candles,
and Grandma’s savory oven.
I’m from meat and potatoes,
and biscuits and gravy.
I’m from cattle farms,
and corn fields.
I’m from the Newton Hills,
and the Great Plains.
I’m from Grandpa’s stern ways,
and Grandma’s loving arms.
I’m from “kill em with love”
and “make em regret”
I’m from “walk it off”
and “If it isn’t broke, get off the field.”
I’m from a place where only I am from,
and wouldn’t want it any other way.

Editor’s note: “Where I’m From” and
the following three poems were inspired by
George Ella Lyon’s poem entitled “Where
I’m From” and were written in Kelly
Tate’s Creative Nonfiction Writing class.
20

I Am

Emilia Padilla
I am from beans and rice and homemade tortillas
Covered in flour and sweat.
Tears of the burning sensation in my mouth
From my grandmother’s salsa.
Onions. Peppers. Tomates.
I’m from stealing calla lilies from my neighbor’s yard.
The sweet flowers’ fragrance that makes me
See my mother’s motherland.
The smell of earth in my hair.
In my heart.
I’m from one pair of shoes with holes.
The summer breeze cooling my sweaty feet,
Or freezing my toes in the winter
As the cold from the snow pierce my toes
And the wave of ice bite my feet.
I’m from the crashing of words, skin, and household items
As my father’s fist thuds against my mother’s face
Sisters screeching nasty words
The blare of hate from my grade school peers.
And the roar of children saying my name for my getting revenge.
I’m from the color red.
The blood falling from a skinny boy’s face because I was bigger.
The warm skin on my face from my father’s anger.
The bright fresh petals of flowers in spring.
Or the red frosting I use to ice my 3 tier cakes.
This is where I’m from.
Good, bad, the ugly, the sad.
I wouldn’t change it no matter how bad I’ve had.
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I Am From
David Sanders

I am from small, quiet towns,
Moving across Missouri.
Living with my mother and sister,
Mother smelling of cigarette smoke and worrying about bills.
I am from staying with my father,
Only every other weekend.
Driving two hours in an old grey Suburban,
To only spend one full day with him.
I am from adventure and friendship,
Making new friends quickly and playing outdoors.
Getting dirt and mud caked on my shoes,
But not tracking anything indoors, pleasing my mother.
I am from a birth defect and surgeries,
To accumulate a total of seven in all.
From having my lips sown together,
To a sliver of my femur in my upper lip.
I am from mistakes and accidents,
The pain shooting through my body with my broken shin.
Or the poor decision to race a friend downhill,
Only ending with an ER visit and two, orange and green, neon arm casts.
I am from a full, eventful childhood,
Mixed with sadness from my parent’s fighting and divorce.
With a dash of pain from broken limbs and surgeries,
To still having a happy, and exciting childhood, ready to take on what’s next.
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I Am From...
Joshua fuhrman

I am from green grass,
from basketballs and water gun fights.
I am from brown fur warmed under the summer sun.
I am from cinnamon and sugar,
from cookie dough and Grandma’s kisses,
the smell of cherry pies fresh from the oven.
I am the December snow,
holding my boyfriends hand
while trudging through the mall parking lot.
I am the smell of roses after a long day at work,
and the deep breaths of his cologne,
The light citrus notes dancing in my nose.
I am a child of God,
the Love felt on Sunday mornings.
I am my mother’s golden curls,
long flowing dresses,
draped with a sparkly gold necklace.
I am from turquoise and lime green.
I am from one and zeroes.
I am from the smell of sandalwood.
I am from the dark rooms,
surrounded by colorful softness,
and the boom of the bass as the music plays.
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Living Color
Leigha Edwards

I

scream when my bedroom door creaks
open and fight violently when a hand
clamps over my mouth.
“Charlie, pipe down would you! You’re
gonna wake the whole house.” I go still
at the sound of my best friend snapping
at my angrily barking dog.
“Alex?” I whisper when the hand is removed.
“Yea.” He whispers back.
“Why are you here?” I ask him.
“It’s storming.” He says matter-of-factly. “Now shove over.”
“How’d you get in?” I ask as he climbs
onto my bed next to me.
“I used the spare key.” As he speaks
he tugs the blanket up over our heads
and shifts around until he can hook his
arm around my waist and tug me against
him.
“So you basically broke into my
house?” I ask shocked.
“Nobody answered when I knocked.”
He says like it’s perfectly reasonable that
he broke into my house.
“My parents are out of town.” I tell
him, not completely sure why I’m justifying him for breaking into my house.
“Why did you break in?”
“It’s storming.” He says again, then
simply, “You hate storms.”
“They’re too loud.” I tell him defensively.
“I know, honey.” He says soothingly.
“Like, I don’t even know how to describe them. They’re just so…so…” I
trail off not sure how to put my thoughts
into words.

“Grey.” He says after a moment.
“Loud and depressing. And grey.”

U

nable to sleep I lay awake listening to Morgan’s breathing even
out as she falls asleep. I stroke my fingers through her hair until the sun glints
through the window and causes lighter
shades to sparkle in her dark hair. As
soon as the sun starts shining fully in the
room her large and friendly chocolate lab
lumbers to his feet and comes across the
room to nudge at Morgan’s shoulder.
“Charlie, down boy.” The dog obediently sits but glares at me as he does so.
He continues to watch me with a hateful
glint in his eye as I climb awkwardly over
the foot board of the bed while trying
not to jolt the bed too much. Somehow I
make it to my feet without waking Morgan and stumble toward the door. “Well,
Charlie, you coming or what?” I quietly
ask the still glaring dog, who bounds to
his feet and plods through the door and
straight down the stairs. I shut Morgan’s
bedroom door and meet Charlie at the
back door. After letting him out I leave
the door open so he can come back inside when he’s done with his business
and head to the kitchen.
I rummage through the cabinets till I
find everything I need and start mixing
pancake batter in a bowl. I put a large
pan on the stove to heat up and go to
see if Charlie is ready to come back inside. Finding the back yard empty I shut
the door and climb the stairs to find him
sitting outside Morgan’s door woofing
quietly.
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greg gamble
“Chuck, get away from there.” He
turns his head to give me a baleful look
before facing the door once more and
pawing lightly at it. “Chuck,” I snap
making him look at me again. I point at
my feet, “Now, Charlie.” He sighs and
I’m pretty sure rolls his eyes before getting to his feet and walking towards me.
I start down the stairs and snap my fingers at my side to make sure he follows
me.
Back in the kitchen I pour two circle
like shapes of pancake batter out on the
pan and rip the paper off of half a stick of
butter. When they’re ready I flip the pancakes and then, after pressing it to the
pan for a second to soften, I run the stick
of butter over the pancakes. Once I move
those pancakes unto a plate I repeat the
process until I’m out of batter. With the
final pancakes out of the way I line strips
of bacon across the pan and wait. A few
moments later I grin as Morgan pads

into the room.
“You’re making bacon?” She asks curiously, I look to see she’s smiling and grin
back.
“Easiest way to wake you up,” I respond, returning my focus to the bacon
and flipping a few pieces over. “Did you
hear it or smell it?” I ask without looking up.
“Smelled it.” she tosses over her shoulder while scratching between Charlies
ears. She straightens as I lift the bacon
onto a paper towel covered plate. I pull
the pancakes out of the oven where I put
them to stay warm and put both plates
on the table. I pour two cups of orange
juice, and after placing them and empty
plates on the table for each of us I drop
into a chair and watch as Morgan sits
down across from me.
“Pancakes and bacon, huh?” she says
putting some of each on her plate.
“Yep.” I say doing the same. She pauses
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rain in the forest, northern wisconsin – katelyn Boushon
for a moment tilting her head and looking expectant.
“Well?” She says curiously.
“Well, what?” I ask confused.
“What do you want?” when I just stare
at her she rolls her pale blue eyes and
continues, “You woke up early, you let
me sleep in, and you made my favorite
breakfast, what do you want?”
“Um, its only like seven right know
so I wouldn’t really call that sleeping in,
and I couldn’t sleep anyway so getting
up wasn’t that big of a deal. And I didn’t
make your favorite breakfast.” She looks
at me like she can’t believe I’m really so
stupid.
“Yes you did.” She says emphatically.
“Pancakes have always been my favorite.
You know this!”
“I know,” I tell her, “that your favorite
is blueberry white chocolate chip pancakes, with chocolate and maple syrup.
But you didn’t have any blueberries or
white chocolate chips so you got plain.
I might have seen some chocolate syrup
though.”

“I can’t believe you know that.” She
says laughing.
“How could I not?” I ask her. “You
tell me every time we have any kind of
breakfast food. Or we eat breakfast. I
literally could have made tacos and you
would have been all ‘this is nice but blueberry white chocolate chip pancakes are
my favorite.’” I pull my voice up into a
bad imitation of her making her laugh
harder.
“Whatever.” She says, trying to look
annoyed but she’s still laughing so it
doesn’t work too well.
When were done with breakfast I put
the dishes in the sink as Morgan puts the
few leftovers in Charlie’s bowl. I turn on
the water and start washing the dishes,
when she comes up beside me a few minutes later I toss a towel at her. She catches
it after it hits her and I hand her a plate
to dry.
“So, what do you want to do today?” I
ask her as we work.
“I didn’t really have any plans, why?”
“I want to try something.”
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I

suppose it’s my own fault I have no
idea where I am. I mean I probably
should have asked for details when Alex
told me he wanted to try something and
told me to get dressed in something I
didn’t mind getting ruined. Now I’ve
been sitting in the passenger seat of his
truck in an old t-shirt and a pair of cutoffs for over an hour and he won’t tell me
where we’re going.
“Where are you taking me?” I ask for
the twelfth time since we hit the road.
“It’s a surprise. Why can’t you just
enjoy it?” he asks sounding half amused
and half annoyed.
“Because I’m beginning to feel just a
little bit kidnapped.” I tell him, more annoyed than I am amused.
“Well we’re here, so come on.” He says
excitedly.

“Do you trust me?” I ask her, keeping
my voice perfectly calm even though I’m
a little nervous too.
“Yea?” She says, confused and unsure.
“Completely? Do trust me completely
and totally?” I push.
“With my life.” She says, still sounding lost.
“Three.” I say and throw myself of
the cliff. She jumps with me, whether
because she trusts me or because she
doesn’t want me to rip her arm off, I’ll
never know. We both scream as we fall
and then again as we hit the frigid water.
Using the hold I still had on her hand I
pull her to me and wrap my arm around
her waist then drag her with me back to
the surface. She kicks her feet, trying to
help me, but she’s never been the best
swimmer.
“What…the…hell?” She pants out as
we move slowly towards the shore. I get
the feeling she’d be screaming at me if
she had the breath. Also out of breath, I
laugh as best I can and pull us up onto
the rocky shore line. We lay panting for a
long while before she catches her breath,
or maybe calms down enough, to try
asking again. “What the hell was that?”
“Blue.” I tell her. “Wild and terrifying,
but exciting. Blue.”
“Okay.” She says her voice disturbingly calm. “New question.”
“Yea?”
“What the hell is wrong with you?”

I

help her out of the truck but crack the
windows to leave Charlie inside the
cab. We won’t be gone long. Taking her
hand I lead her to the very edge of the
cliff I parked on. I’m surprised there’s no
one else here but I’m also pleased. Neither of us has ever been cliff diving before and I’m glad there’s no one else here
to possibly ruin it.
“What are we doing?” she asks again.
In answer I pull her forward until our
toes are hanging over the edge. “Alex?”
She sounds confused now but not really
scared.
“On the count of three jump, okay?” I
tell her, bracing myself and gripping her “
olors. We’re going to experience colhand tighter.
ors.” Back at my house and dressed
“What?” She’s definitely worried now. in dry clothes I listen as my best friend
“One.”
falls off the deep end.
“Alex, no…what are you even talking
“You’re insane.” I tell him. He needs
about?” She’s panicking just a little.
to know.
“Two.”
“I’ve got a plan.” He says confidently.
“Alex…please…?” she takes a small
“To get yourself committed? Because
step back but doesn’t drop my hand.
you might want to work on that.”

C
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Taken IN schrenk hall – Amanda Bloom

“No.” he says sounding slightly offended before continuing like I never
interrupted. “A plan to have the greatest
spring break of our lives.”
“Spring break is over.” I remind him.
“We’ve only got like two days left.”
“Okay then we’ll do two different colors and have the best two days ever.” He
says, way too excited to be deterred by
details like time.
“I don’t know, Alex.”
“Come on, Mo. It’ll be fun.” When I
still don’t cave he continues. “I promise
not to let anything bad happen to you,
or is that it…” he suddenly starts trying
to sound offended. “You don’t trust me?”
I laugh at his terrible acting and finally
give in.
“Fine, but…” he tackles me with a
hug before I can go on.
“But?” He asks, mid hug.
“No cliff diving.” I tell him sternly.
“Of course not.” He manages to say
solemnly, but dissolves into laughter as I
glare at him. “We already did that.”

“Yep. Come on.” I pull her towards
the first ride and we get in line.
“Wait. What about Charlie?” She asks
as the line moves forward.
“I’ve got it covered.” I tell her. When
we reach the front of the line I take
Charlie’s lead from her and tell him to sit
by the guy that’s running the machine.
The guy looks between me and Charlie
curiously but eventually he just shrugs
and motions me toward the ride. I take
Morgan’s hand and we climb into our
seats. The ride starts with an unsettling
jerk and we’re upside down before I can
catch my breath. When the ride is over
I collect Charlie and Morgan takes him
from me again. I continue to leave Charlie with the ride attendants as we make
our way around the Carnival. Once
we’ve ridden all the rides twice I drag her
toward the game booths.
“Are you going to win me a prize?” She
asked teasingly?
“That’s the plan.” I said paying the
man and picking up a baseball. Ten dollars later I knock over some bottles and
the guy hands me a deformed grayish
teddy bear that I think might have once
been purple or blue. It’s soft enough
though so I ignore the sun fading and
pass it to Morgan.
“I love it.” She says hugging it to her
chest and grinning at me.
“Good.” I led her away from the booth
and back towards the center of the Carnival. “So cotton candy or funnel cake?”
I ask.
“Is there really a choice?” she asks and
I laugh while we get in line for funnel
cake.
We finally get home after riding our
favorite rides again and sharing a disgustingly pink fluff of cotton candy. I walk
her to the door and hug her good night.
“I’ll see you tomorrow. I hope you en-

T

he next day I pick Morgan up
around three in the afternoon and
hit the highway. I crank up the radio and
listen to her sing off-key to every song
that comes on the local country station.
We drive to the city line and I park in a
dirt lot next to rows of other trucks and
cars. I help her down as Charlie jumps
down and sits by her feet.
“What is this?” She asks, grabbing
hold of Charlie’s lead and follows as he
starts leading her to the crowd.
“The Carnival’s in town.” I tell her,
as I guide her and Charlie to the ticket
booth.
“Seriously?” She bounces up and
down on the balls of her feet while I buy
us each a wrist band so we can go on all
the rides.
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I came back up Charlie was there pressing at me with his nose.
“I’m okay boy,” I said trying to push
the over protective dog back. “Down,
Charlie, I’m fine.” Alex grabbed his collar and pulled him back a little bit and I
put my hand between his ears, physically
telling him to stay down, he calmed after
a moment and I let Alex help me back up
onto the pier. I catch my breath as he lifts
himself up beside me.

joyed green.” I tell her as I turn to leave.
“I did, thank you for my bear.” She
calls after me before disappearing into
her house.

I

close my eyes as I listen to Charlie
splashing around in the lake, and enjoy the warmth of the pier beneath me.
Alex’s hand on my shoulder pulls me
backward so we’re laying side by side on
the warm wood. I settle my head on his
shoulder and let my feet hang down into
the cool water beneath us.
“What color is this?” I ask sleepily.
“Hmmmm, orange.” He replied, after
a moment of consideration.
“How come?”
“It’s just so warm.” He says.
“Yea. It’s definitely warm,” I agree
with a yawn. He chuckles and the arm
he has wrapped around me tightens for
a moment before he shrugs me off his
shoulder and I feel him sit up beside me.
Opening my eyes I sit up beside him just
as he throws a handful of water at me.
Gasping, I try to wipe the moisture out
of my eyes as he laughs hysterically.
“I am so sorry, Mo.” he’s still laughing
as he says it so I lunge at him. Catching
him off guard results in both of us tumbling into the water with a loud splash. I
surface to hear him sputtering.
“I can’t believe you just did that.” He
said and I laughed in his face before
splashing him. He immediately splashed
back and soon we were laughing loudly
as we had an all-out splash war. He swam
closer as I splashed at him until he was
close enough to grab my shoulders and
dunk me under the water. I squealed as
the water closed over my head and when

C

harlie swam over and nudged at
Morgan’s knee and she patted his
head gently and told him to go play. Her
head landed on my shoulder as he swam
away again and I rested my hand around
her shoulders.
“So I guess we’re out of colors now,
huh?” She sounds disappointed, and
I watch her feet kick at the water as I
think.
“No.” I finally say. “There’s one more
color I want to show you.” She turns to
me, her pale, sightless eyes hopeful. I lay
my hand against her cheek and take in a
deep breath.
“What else is there?” she questions.
I pull her even closer and press my lips
to hers. My hand slides back from her
cheek and into her hair, holding her in
place. She reaches up and settles her arms
around my neck as we kiss. I hold her
there for as long as I can before the need
for air forces us apart.
“Wh-what was that.” Her eyes are
wide as she stares at me like she’s trying
to force her unseeing eyes to focus on
mine.
“Red.” I say and pull her back in.
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the sandia mountains, cibola national forest – Katelyn Boushon
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The English Longbowman
Isaac Mulhern
Mud squishes under heel
as I steady my feet.
I reach down and pluck
an arrow from the damp earth,
supple goose feathers sliding
over my calloused fingers.
One hundred noble knights, thundering stride
ripping earth from the sodden loam, charge
toward my brothers and I,
intent to rend our flesh
and grind our bones
under iron shod hoof.
“Nock!”
The cry echoes across the hilltop.
My deft hands feel for the grove,
the shaft draped across my thumb.
Yet my hands shook.
The cloud’s sorrow begins anew.
“Draw!”
I tug on the string,
the familiar burn growing
in my arm. My heartbeat
pounds in my ears; a droplet
carves a clean trail down my cheek.
“Loose!”
The familiar slap of leather
bracer on bowstring lets fly
death’s shaft, a black rain,
arcing into the stark sky. The water mingles
with sweat, beading upon my greying beard.
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Horses keep their step, their stride
shaking the earth under me.
Until the first of the arrows
finds its mark. Piercing flesh
of man and horse, neither barding
nor breastplate lessen their fury.

missouri mule – Ron Caraway

Knights and nobles lie dying
alongside their powerful steeds of war.
Six pence per day for the lives of a hundred lords.
They make show of their preeminence, but no matter
birth nor stance, any man could perish
upon the shafts of a longbow.
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Legendary
Rebecca Marcolina
i wake to the weight of your absent figure draped across the bed,
the silence unbroken by your quiet snores.
i wasn’t lying when i said i honestly slept better this way, limbs
curled back over themselves like fallen trees, face pressed against a
cold cement wall.
you were the first boy who crawled into my heart and make it
your bed, tucking your toes under arteries and resting your head
in the chambers as you told me dark stories of your past.
like an e.e. cummings poem folded twice in my purse, i kept the
image of your smile curving along my shoulder blades tucked
in my back pocket, because it was the only thing that got me
through sunny days.
but i didn’t know that you liked to wander between the sensitive
layers of sinew and skin, leaving bruises like breadcrumbs on
the memories we’d made. the pain of my phantom limbs is the
overwhelming desire for your arms curled around my waist one
last time.
being around you is starting to remind me that i hurt all over, but
i can’t find a way to erase the stain of your words on my mind:
“some friends last a lifetime, and i think you’re one.”
i just didn’t know that to you, a lifetime is an urban legend.
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Contemplative words – Kira Buckowing
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Alexander litsch

Nightly Glowing
Holly Liebel
We stood in the itchy, dewy evening grass
with crickets chirping and frogs croaking all around us.
Both of us with our chins tilted up, gaze at
the shimming lights brought across the evening sky by Nyx.
We watch the big and little supergiant stars.
She has the almost magical seeming brilliance red in her eyes.
She looks over at me and sees the blue glow in my eyes
trying to have the red, but always falling short, always getting smaller.
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Outlast Denial
ricky fowler

As she walks away, All the air follows
The great absence, too much to swallow.
Carried on the wind, All that's within me
I struggle without you, don't you see?
uncomplicated; simply survival
only return leads to revival.
This aching,
A great need;
for your sweet smile.
Committed to waiting, waiting a while.
hoping that love can outlast denial.

Loss’s Leisure
ricky fowler

We can try to rise above the red moon
If we’re between blue sheets in wet clouds.
Sorrow’s cold touch holds us against the heat
as fury’s flame burns frostbite so sweet.
Churning ways for turning times leave us weak
as weight shifts the soul each time we speak;
Left: a lie
Twice too shy
Rest, to die: alone.
Fear of creation, Fear of destruction,
Yet no things can remain—it’s the same...
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Searching

Joseph Styczynski
On days like today,
When the skies are weak and gray,
I feel fatigued and lost—
It just happens that way.
So when I look around and see,
Everyone living quite happy,
I think to myself—
Won’t you share some sunshine with me?
My apologies sir—
I don’t mean to be a bother.
But on the balance, at the moment,
I’m promised to another.
So in regards to sunshine,
I have to say, “Sorry.”
What’s mine is his, what’s his is mine,
So I cannot spare any for thee.

Hey there kid,
Do you like what I’ve got?
It’s not the best nor the worst—
That’s at least what I’ve always thought.
You’re looking… for what?
HA! I almost feel pity.
What’s mine could be yours…
But the price is far from free.
Two strikes isn’t bad,
But two-hundred is quite the sum.
Excuse after excuse,
Leaves me feeling more numb.
I shouldn’t even care…
I’ve already failed too much…
This sunshine soliloquy…
Won’t go on. Such is such…

Well you know what they say,
“There’s plenty of fish in the sea,”
So none-to-one isn’t that bad—
Probably.

Hello there stranger!
Do you have a name for me?
I couldn’t help but notice,
That you needed some company.
You’re looking for what?
Well… there is something I could do.
I, myself, don’t have anyone else,
So I’ll gladly share my sunshine with you!

With that in mind,
I’ll leave my doubts behind,
Looking for someone,
To share sunshine with me.

View from the Tenth-century Armenian
Cathedral of the Holy Cross, Akdamar
Island, Lake Van, Turkey – Ed Malone
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In Service of Shoes
Shannon Klaus

The tip of a shoelace
would rather sacrifice itself
than allow the ends of the laces
to bear to the horrors of the world.
The first line of defense
simply plastic or metal, smooth as a sword,
and worth more than steel
(to tennis shoe enthusiasts and shoe-lacers everywhere).
When new shoes announce their presence
in the form of fresh rubber wafting in your nose
follow the squeak of the sneakers on wooden floors
(and find the greatest shoe-related invention in the world).
The young aglets anticipate service with excitement
though they do not know the threats ahead
for felines conspire and creep stealthily
searching for a taste of aglet’s blood.
Aglets cling tight as they can
to the tips of cloth laces
through the danger of doors that behead
and feet that stomp until armor breaks.
The aglet fights until its last breath
when the plastic breaks and falls off
and the laces left defenseless
with frayed ends exposed.
Tape or glue attempt to replace
but they can’t compare.
Laces remember their protectors
for nothing can replace an aglet
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Sriracha

Daniel Sloan
Sriracha.
So spice.
But oh so nice.
It tingles.
Delicious.
Flavor mingles.
Nutritious?
Garlic.
Chili.
Sore licks.
Silly.
Hot.
Thought?
Heat,
squirt.
Burn.
Hurt.
Splish.
Sriracha,
Do not miss this sauce.
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At the End of the Day
Elizabeth Schultz

Teacher, scholar, poet, and world-traveller,
Elizabeth Schultz is also Professor Emerita
of English after a distinguished career
teaching at the University of Kansas,
Lawrence. She has published three books
of poetry, along with books of scholarship,
a memoir, short stories, and essays. She
visited Missouri S&T in the fall of 2015
and gave a reading in the Black Box
Theater, Castleman Hall. She generously
contributed this poem to Southwinds, for
which we are honored and most grateful.

Bird of Ecuador – Stephen Roberts
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The frantic day behind us,
graduation, engagement,
dusk settles without noise
before us. The backyard
palette changes: shadows
lounge across the lawn,
grass purpling, a neighbor’s
white house goes blue.
After long separation, we
sit together now, watching
distant children bouncing
an immense white ball,
like a cloud fallen to earth,
higher and higher, letting
it wobble to the ground.
Nonchalant, the children
drive a toy Mercedes-Benz
across the shadowed lawn.
When necessary, they stop
pedaling and get out of the car
to shove, enacting their future.
We watch the birds flitting
at the feeders just in front
of us—finches, sparrows,
chickadees, their wings
a-flutter like pages in small
animated books, each unread,
mysterious. It’s impossible
to tell where any one of these
birds will die.

Lament

Joseph Styczynski
I find myself staring
into broken mirrors far too often.
Rolling the glass shards around
in my hand desperately
attempting to get a new view on the world around me.
But they leave deep cuts
across my palms and on my fingers.
The sensation hurts yet I’m drawn back by the false hope of happiness
I was promised.
Nobody promised me anything.
I lie to myself in order to justify
the poison and vitriol that I allow to consume
my entire being
I cannot help myself.
Left alone, expecting salvation
yearning like a starving animal.
Begging for anything only to fall on deaf ears.
I take matters into my own hands.
Just because a mirror is broken
does not mean that it is irreparable.
I ignore the bloody on my shaky hands
fighting through the pain.
Only to—
If possibly for just a moment—
See myself and them
Again.
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Bloody Mary
Christy Hahn
A nickname sticks, like a tongue
of fire brands the skin. My memory
is scarred by those 5 years.
More than 300 people—do you
think their blood was candied
for spectacle?
A moniker, like the epidermis,
is only the first layer. The crackle
of flames on flesh turns bodies
into dancing husks of charred
paper. It’s a kind of baptism
without water.
What about my father? Henry
usurped papal order. I tried
to undo his error. The clamor
of heretic screams clings to me
like flies to a window screen.
I am trapped in a misnomer
as an insect in amber.
Middle-aged women order me
in country club lounges. Their
gold, inlaid wedding rings clank
the sides of highball glasses, but
inside, the threat of red, a rib
of green celery.
Centuries later, my sobriquet generates
fear in girls who dare to summon me.
Turn off the lights, and thrice repeat
my name in front of the bathroom
mirror.
I appear—an apparition.
I am you.
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Trudge On
Alexandra Wampler
There’s a twilight in your eyes,
And through the gloomy haze,
I can see a looming sadness,
Settled deep within your gaze.

So trudge on, through the wretched
dawn,
There will come a day,
When tears will dry, and sun is high,
And you’ll see more than gray.

The world is moving round you,
But you’re stuck here standing still,
Same as the day I met you,
Petrified to speak your will.

You have a gift for healing rifts,
In minds, in souls, in hearts,
Use this power, sweet, desert flower,
And self-direct that art.

Sing my dove, my midnight love,
Don’t mute your golden voice,
You’re not alone, not made of stone,
Allowed to make a choice.

Only when, your smile, again,
Illuminates the night,
Are you safe from that wicked wraith,
That strains to snuff your light.

You’re needed here, my down cast dear,
Your broken hopes and tries,
A fragile bloom in an ancient tomb,
Sustained by lullabies.

For in the end, my dearest friend,
Yourself, you must help first,
Don’t give in, and fight the din,
That suffocates your worth.

So don’t despair, my love affair,
One day I know you’ll thrive,
And you must trust, you will adjust,
Do more than just survive.

a view from florence, italy – Elizabeth Mulina
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What I Can’t Have
Alisia Hassler

I crouch upon the leather armrest,
Flicking my luscious tail in frustration.
My owner caresses my silky coat
And asks me what’s wrong.
I ignore the oblivious fool
And continue to stare
At you.
Don’t you notice me?
Perched here day after day,
Watching you from across the living room,
I notice you.
Nay, I live for you.
The human teases me
For watching you so intently;
I don’t care.
I only care for you.
My caretaker gives me toys
Filled with drugs.
I play with them
To numb the pain I must endure;
It isn’t enough.
I need to touch you,
To feel your skin underneath my paw,
To sink my teeth into your pale flesh.
Alas, we can never be together.
Your glass imprisonment separates us.
If I try to free you,
The authority will punish me.
I would face all the seas
Just to swim with you.
I would drown in that loathed water.
But instead I must sit on my armrest,
Under the loving hand of my ignorant owner,
Day after torturous day,
Watching you,
Wanting you,
As you swim in your tank.
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Gateway Arch on a Foggy Day – Beth Abner

Baby Turtle
Curt Elmore

Author’s note: this is a group of poems
that have a common theme and title –
Baby Turtle. This effort is dedicated to
a former student editor of Southwinds,
Jessie Hahn, who helped me significantly
two years ago during my first attempt at
writing poetry.

Tyburn
Basking
Floating
Swimming
Watching
Baby Turtle basking, floating there
I am gently swimming, watching near

Editor’s note: the title word above each
“baby turtle” poem refers to a named
poetic form represented by the lines,
involving a specific pattern of number of
syllables or metric units and sometimes a
pattern of rhyme.

Cinquain
Our cove
Bright and calm day
Baby Turtle sunning
He and we feel time suspended
Peaceful

Spring Shower, Atlanta – Abhishek Padmanabhuni
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Kyrielle
I see God outside in nature
Showing me life past and future
What do wild creatures comprehend
Baby Turtle is a godsend
Water is important to me
Ground water, river, lake or sea
Take me there at my mortal end
Baby Turtle is a godsend
Animals don’t live forever
Our lives change like the weather
Sometimes there’s sun or waves or wind
Baby Turtle is a godsend
Ottava Rima
We spend every summer weekend at the lake
Mostly us and the dog but sometimes with friends
Our Powerline Cove serves as a good windbreak
Living on the houseboat makes for great weekends
The log near the shore bobs with wind, wave, and wake
The baby turtle sunbathes near the log’s ends
He is succeeding at life and so are we
It’s the space where we are happy and carefree
Tetractys
Gray
Driftwood
Is home to
Baby Turtle
Who talks to me about God and Heaven
Clerihew
Baby Turtle lives at the lake
He lives to sit in the sun and bake
To look at him I bend and stoop
I really like him but I think he eats poop
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No Light!
Joshua Burch
I hear, through the mist
Steady footsteps, a muffled hiss.
Crawling faster! Stones cold and damp.
Crunching shards of a broken lamp.
Faster! Faster! Frantic pace,
Glow ahead, silhouetted face.
Warm fire, door barred shut,
Tending to the many cuts.
Footsteps halt.
Whispers loud.
Senses sharp, heart a pound.
Find a corner, have to hide!
All is silent. Ears have lied?
Voice taunting from the dark.
Blood runs cold, as it barks,
“No escape you shall find,
Forever trapped in your mind.”

Late Summer at Tuz GölÜ, Central turkey – ed Malone
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Untitled
Alex Stutzman
Long enough doesn’t seem to last.
Days pass.
My heart still beats fast.
The clock ticks.
I can’t seem to reach my frustrating itch
That you gave me
A sense of hope.
A week goes by.
Then two.
Then three.
I’m locked in,
But you make me feel free
Of these chains piled on
By these other excuses for men.
I’m not that kind of girl.
The girl who cries.
The girl who obsesses.
The girl who lets a boy define what stress is.
I know who I am.
It feels cliche to question it anyway.
How long before you know what love is?
It changes every
Time passes so fast,
Yet every night I
wait
awake
wondering if this potential will last.
Romance transforms geniuses into idiots.
I’m no moron, yet I find myself searching
endlessly for your warm body on the other side
of my icy mattress.
You’re miles away, but I can still feel your
fingers between mine.
Frustration leads to crying leads to
Questions leads to blushing smiles.
Here I go again.
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Memphis in may – Ian Ferguson

Two Poems
Jack Morgan

1.
Lone duck’s
path
a line of
day’s last light
drawn across
the dark water.

2.
Lately
one realizes that
saying to one’s self
I’m tired
has become an
extensive reference—
less a matter
of a given afternoon,
more a fact of the
long trek,
a question of
the whole arduous thing.
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Happy accident: onion study – Amanda Bloom
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Southwinds Staff
Korynne “Rin” Hendges is the president of Southwinds. She is a junior in
Architectural Engineering, with a minor in Creative Writing. She lives in St. Louis
and enjoys running with her dog in the summer. Her favorite thing to do is to read
a book with a cup of tea when it is storming outside.
Anna Sakach is the vice-president of Southwinds. She is a senior majoring in
Philosophy from Springfield, IL. She enjoys road trips and mixed martial arts.
Deborah Yu, the secretary, is a junior from St. Louis, majoring in Computer
Science. She enjoys reading and coding up personal projects in her free time,
supplemented with copious amounts of video games.
Giuseppe Vitellaro, the treasurer, is a freshman from St. Louis, currently undecided
as to what he will major in. He has a variety of interests, but most of them center
around making things (such as this magazine, for example).
Nicholas Lehde is a junior from St. Charles, majoring in Engineering
Management. A bit of a traveler, he has visited both the icy cold of northern
Ontario and the hot jungles of Central America. While on these journeys, he has
come to a deeper understanding of the world and his role in it.
Hadley Bjerke is a junior from St. Louis, majoring in English Education with a
minor in coffee consumption. She has spent her time since middle school fulfilling
her classmates’ prophecy: Most Sarcastic. Her spirit animal is a shih tzu.
Ricky Fowler is a junior from Van Buren, MO, majoring in biology. He spends his
free time playing computer games, honing his ocarina skills, and perusing YouTube.
Julia White is a sophomore in Electrical Engineering from St. Louis. When she isn’t
studying or pretending to study, she’s typically watching reality TV and drawing.
Her favorite animal is a pit bull, and her favorite drink is a smoothie.
Victoria “Tori” Hagni is an instructional developer in the Educational Technology
department. She grew up in Rolla, spent much of her life trying to get out of Rolla,
and now works in…Rolla. She got her degree in digital film production from Grand
Canyon University and spends time writing, making short films, and exploring.
Dr. Cotterill, the faculty advisor, is an associate professor in the Department of
English and Technical Communication at Missouri S&T. Her research focuses on
early modern British writing and culture. She teaches courses in Shakespeare, British
literature, and world literature.
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The Department of English and Technical Communication at
Missouri S&T offers undergraduate and graduate degree programs
in English, English education, and technical communication.
These programs are based on a wide range of courses taught
by experienced, accomplished faculty in the following areas:
American, British, and world literatures, creative writing, rhetoric
and composition, technical communication and technical writing,
and linguistics.
The department currently has 18 full and part-time faculty whose
research and creative interests include Southern culture and film,
medieval literature and folkloristics, food studies and American
literature, the history of technical communication, American
culture in the 1920s, the eighteenth-century literary fragment,
Victorian literature and medicine, early modern British literature,
usability studies, visual communication, diffusion of technology,
and original fiction-writing. The faculty’s scholarly and creative
work results in numerous publications.
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Interested in joining the staff of or contributing your work to
Southwinds? Contact Dr. Anne Cotterill at cotteril@mst.edu,
or check us out online at southwinds.mst.edu to view previous
issues or submit your work.

